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Executive summary
The COVID-19 global pandemic has impacted

The scientific research referenced in this document

all facets of life including work, travel,

demonstrates that the SARS-CoV-2 virus causing

education, and social interactions.

COVID-19 can remain in the air for prolonged periods

The science behind understanding how the virus
spreads has advanced from the early days of the

of time, suggesting the spread of the virus through
airborne transmission as well as in droplet form.

pandemic. Wearing masks, social distancing,

Viral detection technology which seeks to identify

more rapid testing and contact tracing have had

SARS-CoV-2 in the air can provide a new important tool

a positive impact in mitigating the pandemic.

in the overall fight against the global pandemic. On site
viral detection can assist in more focused testing and
contact tracing while providing the comfort, security
and confidence for spaces and economies to re-open.

NOW MORE THAN EVER
WE WANT TO KNOW THAT THE
SPACES WE ARE IN ARE SAFE
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Introduction

What is COVID-19?

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused unprecedented

A disease is named to enable discussion on disease

and catastrophic public health, social and economic

prevention, spread, transmissibility, severity and

impacts across the globe. The economic and social

treatment. A virus, on the other hand is named based

disruption caused by this health crisis is devastating,

on its genetic structure to facilitate the development

causing a wide range of impacts to hundreds of

of diagnostic tests, vaccines and medicines.

millions of people around the globe. To date, there
have been more than forty one (41) million confirmed
cases of COVID-19 in two hundred and eighteen (218)
countries, including more than one (1) million deaths,
as reported to World Health Organization (WHO). [1]

COVID-19 is the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2,
a new virus that was first recognized in December
2019. Genetic sequencing of the virus suggests that
it is a beta coronavirus closely linked to the SARS
virus. The International Committee on Taxonomy of

Economically, the COVID-19 pandemic is having an

Viruses (ICTV), which is responsible for developing

enormous impact; the World Bank reported that the

the classification of viruses and taxon nomenclature

baseline forecast envisions a 5.2 % contraction in

of the family Coronaviridae, recognizes this virus as

global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2020—the

forming a sister clade to the prototype human and

deepest global recession in eight (8) decades, despite

bat severe acute respiratory syndrome coronaviruses

unprecedented government policy support.

(SARS-CoVs) of the species Severe acute respiratory

[2]

syndrome-related coronavirus, and designated the
new virus as “severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)” on 11 February 2020.[3]
To control the spread of SARS-CoV-2, scientists all
over the world are investigating the possible modes
of transmission. According to WHO, the possible
modes of transmission include contact, droplet,
airborne, fomite, fecal-oral, bloodborne, motherto-child, and animal-to-human transmission.[4]
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How is it transmitted?
Infections with respiratory viruses are mainly transmitted
through three modes: contact, droplet, and airborne.

[5]

•

Airborne transmission is infection spread through
exposure to those virus-containing respiratory droplets
comprised of smaller droplets and particles that can

•

Close contact transmission is infection spread

remain suspended in the air over long distances (usually

through direct contact with an infectious person (e.g.,

greater than 6 feet) and time (typically hours).

touching during a handshake) or with an article or

•

surface that has become contaminated, then making

Current evidence suggests the main mode of

contact with the infected article (hand or surface)

transmission for SARS-CoV-2 is person-to-person

and a person‘s noise, eye’s, or mouth. The latter is

spread through respiratory droplets.[6] Aerosol

sometimes referred to as “fomite transmission.”

transmission can occur in specific settings particularly

Droplet transmission is infection spread through

in indoor, crowded and inadequately ventilated spaces,

exposure to virus-containing respiratory droplets

where infected person(s) spend long periods of time

(i.e., larger and smaller droplets and particles)

with others such as schools, child care facilities, senior

exhaled by an infectious person. Transmission is

citizens’ residence or long-term care facilities, health care

most likely to occur when someone is close to the

facilities, restaurants, offices and/or places of worship.[7][8]

infectious person, generally within about 6 feet.

™

DROPLET: infectious
particles are projectiles;
spread limited by gravity

AIRBORNE: infectious droplets remain
airborne minutes to hours, potential
spread by air currents (e.g., via HVAC)
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source: visualcapitalist.com

NOTE: Inhalable particulate matter are particles with diameters that are 10 µm (PM10) and
smaller (such as PM2.5) provide good platform to “carry” the SARS-CoV-2 (0.06-0.14 µm).

There is growing evidence that the SARS-CoV-2 virus

Scientific evidence has shown that inhalable particulate

remains airborne in indoor environments for hours,

matter (PM10 and smaller PM2.5) could be both a

potentially increasing in concentration over time. [9]

direct and indirect transmission model for SARS-

The important factor is the particle size, it can

CoV-2 infection. The airborne particulate matters

determine how long a particle can stay airborne

(PM10 and smaller PM2.5) may be associated with

and how deep into the lungs the particle can reach.

an increased risk of COVID-19 transmission.[11][12][13]

Inhalable particulate matter are particles with
diameters that are 10 micrometers (PM10) and smaller
(such as PM2.5). These are microscopic particles
that can remain suspended in the air and enter
the body.[10] The SARS-CoV-2 virus particles have
diameter of approximately 0.06-0.14 micrometers.
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How much virus is “expelled”
in an enclosed space?
The investigations of COVID-19 outbreaks in the world

to release large numbers of viruses, ranging from

have demonstrated that the gathering of crowds

thousands to millions of virus copies per cubic

with asymptomatic carriers is a potential source of

meter in a room with an individual with COVID-19

airborne SARS-CoV-2 in an enclosed space, such as a

with a high viral load, depending on ventilation and

school classroom, a senior citizens’ residence or long-

microdroplet formation process. Based on the study,

term care facility and a food processing facility etc.

a standard 10,000 cubic feet room (classroom) could

The increasing weight of evidence supports the use

have 353, 000 viruses from a regular breathing

of precautions against transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in

from an individual who was a high emitter.[16]

indoor environments as an addition to other measures
already known to limit the spread of virus. [14][15]

The study results can partially explain the observed
rates of air transmission and suggest that there is a

To identify how much virus in an enclosed space,

need for strict respiratory monitoring and protection

scientists have studied how much virus is “expelled”

when people are in the same room with an individual

in a breath or cough. The scientific results show

carrying the virus with or without symptoms.

that the breathing and coughing were estimated

source: sciencemag.org
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Can we monitor for viruses
like we do for air quality?
As we know, it is a normal practice that the air quality

Current practices for indoor viral air sampling include

within the confined space should be tested to protect

liquid and solid impactors and filters, electrostatic

workers before they enter into the confined space. It will

precipitators or swabbing various surfaces in a room.[17]

become the “new normal” to conduct the continuous

Each method has its own advantages and drawbacks;

air monitoring of virus in an enclosed workplace to

however each method is only a collection method. After

effectively protect frontline workers, school staff

a sample has been collected it is sent to a laboratory

and students from potential COVID-19 exposures.

to determine the presence of a virus—separating the
virus-spreading event from real-time detection.

Improving air filtration can be an important strategy for
better air quality. However without the use of viral detection
technology it is not possible to know if the virus is present.
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What is BioCloud?
BioCloud is a real-time analyzer designed to detect airborne
pathogens. It has been designed to operate as a safe
space technology by promoting air circulation, monitoring
the air quality and sampling continuously for pathogens
like viruses, bacteria and fungi. The BioCloud analyzer
combines a proprietary SARS-CoV-2 detection chamber
with an advanced air sampling process. The air sampling
system draws air in and optimizes the air for analysis.
The sample flows through the detection chamber which
uses both a viral collider and a chemical process to trap
virus particles and identifies the SARS-CoV-2 virus with a
laser sensor. When a virus of concern is detected an alert
system is created in the Cloud or over local intranet.
Each BioCloud is a self-contained analyzer that requires
no additional laboratory tests or movement of samples.
The proprietary detection chamber and cartridges can
be replaced as needed, or after a detection event.
BioCloud’s applications include classrooms, retirement
homes, hospitals, mass transportation, offices,
break rooms, and others defined spaces.
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How does BioCloud operate as a Safe Space Technology?

AIR SAMPLING PUMP

REAL-TIME
MONITORING AND
COMMUNICATION

AIR CIRCULATION FAN

LASER BASED
DETECTION

PROPRIETARY
DETECTION CHAMBER
& REAGENT
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BioCloud has been designed as a real-time
detection technology for viruses and pathogens.
The current focus of the technology is SARS-CoV-2.
AIR SAMPLING PUMP

VIRAL DETECTION/CAPTURE SYSTEM

Air is drawn in through the viral collection and

The Heart of the BioCloud device is the Viral Detection/

viral detection systems using an air sampling
pump. Depending on the size of the area, the air
sampling pump volume can be increased or reduced
in size to accommodate various applications.

AIR CIRCULATION

Capture System (Patent Pending). Samples are
collected through air sampling in a non-invasive
proprietary inertial impact viral collider. This device
utilizes a combination of three independent capture
techniques that allows for intact virus sampling
while also achieving a high capture ratio.
Further, the Viral Detection/Capture System utilizes

Air circulation fans can assist in moving higher volumes

a two-stage process to maximize detection of

of air through the BioCloud analyzer and promote air

the SARS-CoV-2 virus and eliminate false positive

circulation within a space ensuring adequate sampling

readings. The SARS-CoV-2 virus is trapped using a

of the air in the room. For those areas and spaces where

virus specific collection that eliminates any other

air circulation may be limited BioCloud can be modified

virus or pathogen from being collected. Additionally,

to draw in more air for sampling (Ideal for rooms with

the laser-based detection mechanism utilizes a

passive ventilation systems like hot water heat).

SARS-CoV-2 specific technique that also eliminates
any other virus or pathogen from interfering with

COMMUNICATION
BioCloud has the ability to communicate through local

the measurement. These methods combined allow
for a safe reliable measurement and achieve a
lower detection limit of 50vp (viral particles).

intranet, Wifi, Bluetooth, the front screen, and Cloud
based platforms to allow silent alarms to be issued to
key personnel.
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OPERATING EXAMPLE BASED ON LOWER
DETECTION LIMIT
Many factors can affect virus dispersion and air flow in

The calculations assume the following:

a space as it relates to air sampling including room size,

•

A typical office HVAC system that

•

Current research regarding virus emission

heating and cooling (HVAC) system, number of people
in the room, and air circulation. The table below gives an
approximation of detection time in various sized rooms,
with a single contagious individual breathing at a regular
pace*.

produces 3 air exchanges per hour[16]

from a single person classified as a high
emitter of COVID-19, breathing regularly and
coughing once per air exchange located across

Room Size

Ceiling Height

Approximate
Detection Time

1,000 sq ft

10 ft

6 min

1,500 sq ft

10 ft

8 min

2,000 sq ft

10 ft

11 min

2,500 sq ft

10 ft

15 min

a room from the BioCloud analyzer[16]

•
•

That humans shed virus in differing amounts[16]
Independent lab testing received by Kontrol
setting the lower detection limit as well
as a set detection sequence time

•

The calculations also generally assume, that virus
can be airborne[5][6], that viruses can travel through

*The Approximate Detection Time calculations are based

distance in a room in the air[9], and that HVAC and

on a number of assumptions and referenced scientific

air filters can have an impact on calculations[11]

research. There are numerous factors which can have an
impact on detection times.

•

These calculations are limited by HVAC
performance, persons location, room layout,
vent and return placement, objects and furniture
arrangement and their combined affect on
air flow and circulation in a room or space

•

This data cannot be extrapolated as more
factors need to be considered for air flow
and viral spread in larger spaces
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KEY OPERATING FEATURES
Provides continuous reassurance

Intended for indoor use only with

of a pathogen-free space

temperature range of 5ºC-45ºC

Can be connected to an existing HVAC

Certified 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac

system or as a standalone device

for notification connectivity

Bluetooth connectivity

Powered by 200 watt

for notifications

and 80-264 VAC

Silent alert with optional visual and

Lower detection set based on detection

audible alarm - like a smoke detector

of live SARS-CoV-2 to a level of 0.005ng

Notification can be integrated into

Certified by ESAFE to CSA standard SPE-1000

existing software platforms, pushed

Certified to UL Standards

to a cloud based platforms
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A SAFE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY

TM

Conclusion
Detection technology can be an important

Combined with rapid testing and contact

addition to a holistic approach to managing the

tracing, targeting airborne transmission as part

pandemic and creating safe spaces. To monitor

of the overall arsenal of technology to combat

for pathogens and prevent outbreaks and super

the COVID-19 pandemic can help mitigate

spreader events a system is needed that can

spread and re-open the global economy.

analyze ambient air and respond in a real time.
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DISCLAIMER:
BioCloud is a real-time analyzer designed to detect airborne viruses. It has been designed to operate as a safe space
technology by sampling the air quality continuously. With a proprietary detection chamber that can be replaced
as needed, viruses are detected, and an alert system is created in the Cloud or over local intranet. BioCloud’s
applications include classrooms, retirement homes, hospitals, mass transportation and others.
BioCloud is not a medical device and Kontrol BioCloud Inc. is not making any express or implied claims that its
product has the ability to eliminate, cure or contain the COVID-19 (or SARS-2 Coronavirus).
DISCLAIMER: The Company is not making any express or implied claims that its product has the ability to eliminate, cure or contain the COVID-19 (or SARS-2 Coronavirus).

Testing and validation appendix			
Following independent lab testing Kontrol has filed four patents for its BioCloud technology (three USA Patents and
1 Canadian). The Appendix provides a summary of BioCloud testing with independent labs and a summary of how the
technology operates. Given Kontrol’s recent patent filings only organizations that are deemed strategically important
will have access to full data and patent filings under strict Non-Disclosure and Non Competition Agreement.

Independent lab validation
Leading virology and microbiology experts
HEINRICHS LAB
• DIKEAKOS LAB
• IMPAKT LAB
•
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How BioCloud works: The process of capture and detection

Viral Target Coated for
capture of SARS-CoV-2

SARS-CoV-2 Virus is
introduced through the
capture system and is
bound to the Target

Addition of reagent
that binds to the
SARS-CoV-2 virus

Laser Spectroscopy

Introduction of high
energy laser to react
with reagent

Bounded reagent excited
by laser frequency “A”,
emmits energy at
frequency “B” monitored
by photo detector
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Proof of principle test data:
Positive test data for capture and detection of spike protein
August 2020

•

Protein receptor for SARS-CoV-2 was spotted at

•

Spike protein was spotted as control

•

Spike protein at 0.5 μg was floated over the

•

Spike protein bound to the membrane was then

various concentrations on a nitrocellulose membrane.

(right side of membrane).

•

Here we took a picture of the membrane – the

•

NOTE that where protein was spotted, it “captured”

brown spots indicate detection of spike protein.

spike protein out of solution. This will be the
basis of our SARS-CoV-2 capture system.

membrane for 45 min, then washed away.

detected with reagents (1:10000 dilution).

Protein (μg)

2

0.2

0.02

0.002

0

Spike Protein
Controls

Control
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Proof of principle test data:
Estimate of lower detection limit of spike protein
August 2020

•

In this experiment, protein amount was
kept constant on the various spots on
different nitrocellulose membranes.

•
•

Spike protein at the indicated amounts

•

Here we took a picture of the membrane – the

•

NOTE that where protein was spotted, it

brown spots indicate detection of spike protein.

“captured” spike protein out of solution. As can

(each in 2 mL) was floated over the

be seen, we can detect as little as 5 picograms

membranes for 45 min, then washed away.

of spike protein out of a 2 mL solution.

Spike protein bound to the membrane was
then detected with anti-spike reagents.

(ng)

500

50

5

0.05

0.005

(2 μg)
Protein
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Proof of principle test data “A”:
BioCloud reaction chamber capture of spike protein from the air
August 2020

•

Protein was spotted onto a 1.5cm x 1cm nitrocellulose
membrane that was cut to fit within the groove of
the plastic insert that fit into the 50 mL conical tube.

•
•

The nitrocellulose was allowed to dry completely
in a laminar flow hood (~ 15 minutes).
The membrane was then blocked in 3 mL tris

•

Next, the machine was turned off and the contents
of the conical tube discarded. The membrane
was washed by injecting 12 mL of PBS through
the inlet tube into the machine while it was
running. The machine was allowed to run for
3 minutes then it was turned off and the PBS
decanted. This was repeated 2 more times.

buffered saline with 0.05% tween-20 and 5%
(w/v) BSA for 1 hr at room temperature.

•

The blocked membrane was placed into the plastic
insert fitting into the groove and was slid down
to the bottom of the 50 mL conical tube that was
empty. The conical tube was sealed and the device
turned on. While running 8 mL of 1x PBS was injected
through the inlet tube into the device and it was
confirmed that the membrane was submersed in PBS.

•

Next, 12 mL of recombinant spike-RBD-Fc was
added to 2 mL of PBS and this was then injected
through the inlet tube into the machine. Finally,
2 mL of PBS was again injected through the
inlet tube to flush any remaining liquid that may
containing Spike-RBD into the conical tube. The
final concentration of Spike-RBD-Fc was 0.25
mg/mL giving a total of 3 mg of protein. This was
incubated with the machine running for 45 minutes.
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Proof of principle test data “A”:
BioCloud reaction chamber capture of spike protein from the air
August 2020

•

Finally, with the conical tube emptied after the
final rinse the reagent was introduced through

•

The spots shown on the right figure illustrate
clear detection of luminescence based on

the inlet tube. Here, 1.2mL reagent was diluted

capture of spike protein out of solution within

in 10 mL of PBS and this was injected into the

the capture device. The white spot is simply

machine while it was running. Next, 2mL of PBS

saturation of signal because it was too high.

without reagent was injected to flush the tubing
of any detection reagent giving a final volume
of 12 mL containing the detection antibody
at a final concentration of 0.08 mg/mL.

•

The system was run for 20 min with the reagent

•

Next, the machine was turned off and reagent was

solution bubbling over the membrane.

decanted from the conical tube. The membrane was
rinsed three times with 12 mL of PBS for each rinse.

•

Rinses were performed as described above. After
the final rinse the PBS was decant, the plastic insert
removed from the conical tube and the membrane
placed into a small dish with 2mL of PBS. Binding of
protein was indirectly measured through binding of
reagent to the reagent “spots” on the nitrocellulose
membrane. In brief, 300mL of the Immobilon
Crescendo Substrate was spotted onto the membrane
and incubated for 5 min a room temperature.
Excess substrate was removed by wicking and the
membrane was imaged using the LiCor C-Digit
imaging apparatus to detect chemiluminescence.
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Proof of principle test data “A”:
BioCloud prototype capture of aerosol spike protein from the air
August 2020

•

Sample air from the surrounding area is circulated
by a high-volume sample fan that allows for high
air turn over in passive ventilation room settings.

•

The air sample is drawn into the sample capture
system by a variable speed piston pump (0-12 l/min
volume) that runs the chamber under a negative
pressure. The test conditions were set to 6 l/min.

•

The conditioning column was configured
for a temperature change based on
flowrate and ambient air temperature.

•

The Detection chamber was configured with
two 6mm targets comprised of nitrocellulose
membrane coated with 2 micro g of receptor
protein serving as a negative control. The
targets were fastened in the detection chamber
where the target mounts are located.
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Proof of principle test data “B”:
BioCloud prototype capture of spike protein from the air
September 2020

•

Unit was configured to sample the surrounding air
for 5 minutes. During the 5-minute sample period a
2 mL suspension containing 0.5 micro g of protein
binding domain derived from the SARS CoV-2 spike
protein was aerosolized by way of nebulization
with approximately 6 liters of ambient air into the
sample inlet of the BioCloud prototype analyzer.

•

The BioCloud system then proceeded to cycle through
the reagent detection sequence involving membrane
washes, reagent binding, and substrate incubation.

•

After the measurement sequence was completed,
the filter paper with the receptor was inspected. The
presence of precipitated substrate on the protein
coated membrane indicated successful capture of the
aerosolized SARS CoV-2 spike protein. In contrast,
the negative control membrane did not react with
the aerosolized receptor binding domain of SARS
CoV-2 spike protein as seen in the target photo.
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Level 3 laboratory test:
Detection of live SARS-CoV-2
September 2020

•
•
•

Series of experiments and testing
Approximately 10,000 live SARS-CoV-2 particles were
spotted on membrane and detected with reagents
The detection substrate was only
on the membrane for 5 min
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Capture of live SARS-CoV-2 out of solution
September 2020

•
•

A membrane was prepared that was spotted
with protein or live virus (as indicated)
Live SARS-CoV-2 was added to 10 mL of buffer, which
was added onto the membrane in a dish and left to

•
•

Detection based on reagent interaction
The detectable spot/reaction at the protein
site means that the protein CAPTURED
AND CONCENTRATED virus particles

incubate at room temperature overnight with shaking

PROTEIN

CoV-2
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Lower detection test data:
Lower detection limit of active SARS CoV-2 virus
October 2020

•

Utilizing active SARS CoV-2 virus in the level 3
laboratory, multiple capture tests were preformed
at decreasing viral concentrations of 10,000, 1,000,
500, 50 and 5vp (viral particles) per sampling.

•

Data appears consistent with detection
response at 50vp (viral particles) as determined
using active SARS CoV-2 virus.

•

Based on the data, a lower detection than
50vp may be validated, but additional
testing at lower increments is required.

Inactivated
Active SARS CoV-2

SARS CoV-2

Virions per ring:

500

50

5
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